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˘̷ဧٙ̚ன݅!!!࠰Ϥώᙸৠ఼˧
ᐌ͕ሄঅ!!!ٺ۩̚ଉਕү
ψԫ֊ቺխࢬঘωΚڇԫ֊ऱპቺ㠪ᙰ
ࢬࠐנऱഏՒΖψઃਢءᣋ壀ຏԺωΚ
ຟਢ۵ऱءᣋԺ֗壀ຏԺࢬګ༉ऱΖψᙟ
ࠡ֨ᑗጟጟωΚ۵ᙟထฒ֨س㠪ࢬᣋრ
ऱΔࢬᦟऱΔګ༉ጟጟլٵऱ௧Δ
ࠐየฒسऱᣋΖψ࣍ဠ़խ൜౨܂ωΚ۵
ڇဠ़㠪ᙰᙟழຟ౨ᙟฒسऱᑗΔࠐየ
ߩฒسऱԫ֊ࢬޣΖ
˘̷઼˿ٙѣဧ!!!˘˘ဧ̚Ң࠰ˢ
ࠎிϠৠត!!!߳ᎊዌ֤ڱтߏ
ψԫ֊ഏՒࢬڶቺωΚԫ֊ഏՒ㠪ᢰࢬڶ
ऱპቺΖψԫԫቺխ۵ઃԵωΚޢԫศპ
ቺ㠪ᢰΔຟڶ۵ࠝ߷ڇ᠏ऄᔚඒ֏ฒسΖ
ψཏฒسದ壀᧢ωΚ۵ཏሙԫ֊ฒ
سΔ᧩ࠐנ壀ຏ᧢֏Ζψᗝᔟ߷ऄڕ
ਢωΚᗝᔟ߷۵ऱऄ༉ਢຍଡᑌΔ༉
ቝছᢰࢬᎅऱຍጟጟऱቼΖ
ଥሐڶጟጟऱऄ॰ຟאױၲஔΔړቝ
ࠐײऱԳΔ༉ڶଥԳࢬլ౨ଥऱऄ॰Δ۩
Գࢬլ౨۩ऱሐሁऱΖվ֚ࠩݺଚຍࠝᝑ
ၲقऱຍԫۯᐝቖऄஃΔהՈਢ۵ඒ㠪ᙰ
ऱ۔ᇷΔԫ۔ۯଥ۩ΖৰՆאছה༉
መࣟקსڝऱֱՁΔڣڇધឈྥՕ

Sutra:
Kçetras appear in every mote of dust
By the power of spiritual penetrations and past vows.
Fulfilling the different wishes of sentient beings,
The Buddhas can accomplish anything within the void.
Commentary:
Kçetras appear in every mote of dust. The countries in each dust mote
are manifested by the power of the Buddhas’ spiritual penetrations and
past vows. / Fulfilling the different wishes of sentient beings, / The
Buddhas can accomplish anything within the void. Beings do not all
like the same things, and the Buddhas adapt themselves to what beings
like in their hearts. The Buddhas can at any time manifest these kinds of
things in space in order to comply with what beings seek.
Sutra:
Consider all the dust motes in every land:
The Buddhas enter each and every one.
For all beings, they perform spiritual transformations.
The Dharma of Vairocana Buddha is thus.
Commentary:
Consider all the dust motes in every land: / The Buddhas enter each
and every one. In every single minute particle of dust there are Buddhas
turning the Dharma wheel and teaching and transforming beings. For all
beings, they perform spiritual transformations. The Buddhas universally
manifest these spiritual changes for each and every being. The Dharma of
Vairocana Buddha is thus. All of the various sorts of states just described
are just the Dharma spoken by Vairocana Buddha.
In cultivating the Way, there are all kinds of dharma doors that lead
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ԱΔᝫਢ࢚֚֚۵ΕࡃΕᆖΔழழࠥ
ࠥຟ壄ၞפشଥ۩ΔԫࠥՈլၵထΖ༉
ࡃسΔהԫ֚Օપ༉ԲՏࢨԿՏ
ሙΖאছڣהધ᎘ऱழଢڶષఐΔڣڇધ
۔ԱΔષఐՈړԱΔຍ༉ਢଥ۩ऱტᚨΖה
վ֚ࢬᎅऱΔڶԫৰڶრ৸Ζ
הᎅཏᅃऄஃက່ՕΔྤᓵሖࠩչ
Ꮦࠃൣຟ࿇ကΖ৵ࠐ۞הա༉უנԫଡ
ᙄऄΔᓮᐔ㠪ՠऱՠԳԫࠩה࿇က
ऱழଢΔ༉הؚԫቅΖՠԳլཊהؚΔה
༉شᙒ၇ՠԳࠐ۞ؚաΔؚԫቅࠟჇ
ΔᅝழՕᙰΔਢᎬऱΖ࣠ຍଡ
ՠԳԱࠟڍۍჇΔ߷ᅝྥ༉ਢؚԱԫۍ
ᦗڻڍΜ່৵ԫڻਢشԱԫଡֽ־ΰईα
දΔؚהނၲஔԱΔא৵٦լᏁؚԱΔ
ڂהऱကڶԱΔຟؚၒԱΖव
ᢝຟൕܺેᜱᣄ㠪ᙰᨵࠐנΖ
ཏᅃՕஃא৵ଥ۩Δ࿇ᣋየԳԫ֊
ᣋΔྤᓵᓴڶչᏖᣋΔהຟᄎუऄየԳ
ऱᣋΖڇה႓ၺ՞۰ऱழଢΔ႓ၺ՞۰Ա
Աৰڍऱஃ׀Δྤᓵୌԫଡஃ׀უչᏖΔ
הຟየהऱᣋΖڶऱנ୮Գԫଡ၆ૹऱ֫
ᙎΔה༉֏װᒴ၇הΙڶऱஃ׀پᣝ
Δה༉၇ᣝΖྤᓵչᏖΔ܃ٻ
הᎅԱΔה༉ԫࡳᄎየ܃ऱᣋΖᝑࠩຍ㠪Δ
ݺ༉ৰኯხΔڶݺऄየԫ֊ฒسᣋΖຍ
ଡཏᅃࡸࡉ۔ΔהຍటਢཏᅃΜהਢଥؚ
ऱ۩॰Δൕؚऱ۩॰խނကؚၒԱΔ
הऱګ༉ਢৰՕऱΖ
ࢬאଥሐڶጟጟऱऄ॰ΔᄎଥऱΔྤ
ᓵୌԫଡऄ॰ຟאױଥګΙլᄎଥऱΔጐ
ቹࠆ࠹Ε۞ڇΔլפشΔ߷չᏖऄ॰Ո
شڶऱΖ
ႬॡĂኰඳᖠೇӘ̂ி֏ĈኜҢ̄Ăᑕ
ۢ͵ࠧঔѣវĄ
ψዿழωΚᅝዿհழΖψཏᔃဆ៳༚ܫՕ
ฒߢωΚཏᔃဆ៳Ծ္ܫՕฒᎅΖψ壆۵
ωΚ܃ଚۯٺ۵ऱݬΖψᚨव௧
ڶጟጟ᧯ωΚ܃ଚᚨᇠवሐ௧ڶጟጟ
լԫᑌऱ᧯Ζ
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to enlightenment. For example, the ancients would cultivate dharma
doors that others could not cultivate and would practice paths that most
people couldn’t practice. Today the Elder Dharma Master Huiseng gave an
instructional talk here. He is someone with senior standing in Buddhism.
A very long time ago he was the Abbot of Cien Monastery in Manchuria.
This Dharma Master is a seasoned cultivator. And as old as he is, he
still maintains his daily practices of reciting the Buddha’s name, reciting
sutras, and holding mantras, without being idle for a single moment. He
practices vigorously at every instant. For example, every day he recites the
Rebirth Mantra from two to three thousand times. When he was younger
he suffered from a stomach illness, but now the ailment has gone away,
which is a response from his cultivation. What he said today had a lot of
meaning, especially the story of Dharma Master Puzhao.
Dharma Master Puzhao (“universal illumination”) used to have a huge
temper. He would become enraged over anything at all. Finally, he hired
someone to hit him each time he lost his temper, paying the man two
dollars each time he did. It was not exactly two dollars. He gave him two
pieces of the silver currency in circulation in China at the time. It’s not
recorded exactly how many times the man hit him, but he collected over
$200, which means he must have hit him over a hundred times. The last
time the man hit him, he used a kerosene can and hit the Dharma Master
so hard over the head that the angry ghost simply got chased out. There
was no more hitting after that, for Dharma Master Puzhao was enlightened
and never got angry anymore. All of you think about it. That’s the kind of
suffering and difficulty that went into making him a Good Advisor.
After that he continued to cultivate, and he would fulfill whatever
wish anyone had. He dwelt at Huangyang Mountain. There were many
monks there, and he would fulfill their wishes and meet all their needs.
Some of them wanted wristwatches, and he would get them wristwatches,
expensive as they were. Others might want to take some Korean ginseng
and he would provide it. All anyone had to do was to express his wish and
he would fulfill it. Telling you of this, I am very remorseful that I myself
have no way to fulfill the wishes of beings. But the Elder High Master
Puzhao was truly “Universally Enlightened.” He cultivated the dharma
door of being hit, and through its cultivation he chased his temper away.
He had very great accomplishments afterwards.
So you see that there are a great many dharma doors you can use to
cultivate. The important thing, however, is to cultivate them to completion.
If you start to want to enjoy yourself and take it easy, if you get greedy
to do as you please and not use effort, then no dharma door will be of
any use.
Sutra:
At that time, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further told the great
assembly, “Disciples of the Buddha, you should know that the seas
of worlds are composed of various substances.

ٙᏜٕͽ˘̷ᚗఄᚑࠎវĂٕͽ˘ᚗ
ఄᚑࠎវĂٕͽ˘̷ᚗЍࠎځវĂٕͽ
ҒЍࠎځវĂٕͽ˘̷ఄᚑЍࠎځវĂ
ٕͽ̙ΞᗼࠎࣣܛវĂٕͽҢ˧ࠎវĂ
ٕͽӻᚗ࠹ࠎវĂٕͽҢត̼ࠎវĂٕͽ
͟ᇝκࠎវĄ
ψࢬᘯࢨאԫ֊ᣪ๗ᣤ᧯ωΚ༉ਢࢬᎅ
ऱΔࢨृڶ௧ਢאԫ֊ੴᣪऱ๗ᣤ
ࠐ،ऱ᧯Ζψࢨאԫᣪጟጟ๗ᣤ
᧯ωΚࢨृאԫጟᣪऱጟጟ๗ᣤΔࠐ܂
௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨאԫ֊ᣪ٠ࣔ᧯ωΚ
ࢨृڶ௧ൄൄ࣋٠Δຍਢאԫ֊ੴᣪ
ऱ٠ࣔ،ऱ᧯Ζψࢨאጟጟۥ٠ࣔ
᧯ωΚࢨृڶ௧ਢאጟጟऱᠱۥ٠ࣔ
᧯Ζψࢨאԫ֊๗ᣤ٠ࣔ᧯ωΚࢨृ
אԫ֊๗ᣤऱ٠ࣔࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζψ
ࢨאլױᡏ८ଶ᧯ωΚࢨאլױధᡏऱ
८ଶࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨא۵Ժ
᧯ωΚࢨृא۵壀ຏԺऱ᥊ࠐ
௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨݎאᣪઌ᧯ωΚࢨאጟጟ
ऱݎᣪઌࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨא۵᧢
֏᧯ωΚࢨृش۵ऱ壀ຏ᧢֏ࠐ
௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨֲאᐰ؍ᔚ᧯ωΚࢨृ
ֲאᐰ؍ᔚࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζ
મćπဎᣤᆖρ㠪༼ࠩΔ۵ऱޢԫଡ
ֻ֞խຟ౨נጟጟ๗ᣤऱ۵ঘΔጟጟऱ
ᣪઌΔጟጟլױ৸ᤜऱቼΖڇԫଡԳ
ڶၲնณאছΔ౨լ౨៶ထ۵ऱ壀ԺΔ
ࠩຍࠄլױ৸ᤜऱቼΛᤝڕ۵ऱݬΔ
୪ॲᢅᣄॲΔڶၲնณΔ៶ထ۵ऱ壀
ԺΔՈאױՂ֚ࢨچװጂΖ
ඌćૉਢࡉ۵ڶᒴΔ౨ሖထ۵ऱ۵
壀ԺΔຍਢאױऱΖ܀ਢݺଚڇسڇ۵
৵Δ౨वሐڶຍଡױ౨Δૉਢటუሒࠩ
ຍଡቼΔԫࡳ۞աଥ۩Δࠩնณ
քຏհ৵Δྥ۞܃༉ࣔػຍጟቼԱΖຍ
ጟቼࠀլਢ৻Ꮦܑ࡛ݎऱΔਢৰཏຏ
ऱΖ܃ڇᝫլࣔػऱழଢΔ༉א،ਢ
ڶऱΔࢨृࠌܛਢڶՈլਢڇຍଡΖ
ࠡኔຍࠄቼຟਢڇณছऱΔլመ܃լ
װޣ،Ζ

Commentary:
At that time, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further told the great
assembly, “Disciples of the Buddha, you should know and understand
that the seas of worlds are composed of various substances. They aren’t
all the same.
Sutra:
That is, they may be composed of the adornments of myriad jewels, or
of various adornments of a single type of jewel. They may be composed
of light from myriad jewels, or of light of various colors. They may
be composed of radiance from all adornments, or of indestructible
vajra. They may be composed of the Buddhas’ sustaining power, or
of the characteristics of lovely gems. They may be composed of the
Buddhas’ transformations, or of sun-maÜi wheels.
Commentary:
That is, they may be composed of the adornments of myriad jewels.
Precious gems may adorn some worlds and make up the substance of these
seas of worlds. Or they may be composed of various adornments of a
single type of jewel. In this case, the adornments of only one kind of jewel-not many kinds--make up the substance of these seas of worlds. They
may be composed of light from myriad jewels. Precious light streaming
from jewels makes up the substance of some seas of worlds. Or perhaps
they are formed of light of various colors. They may be composed
of radiance from all adornments, or perhaps of indestructible vajra
forms their substance. The seas of worlds’ substance might be composed of
indestructible vajra. They may be composed of the Buddhas’ sustaining
power. It could be that the Buddhas’ spiritual penetrations uphold and
maintain these seas of worlds and form their substance, or perhaps their
substance consists of the characteristics of lovely gems. They may be
composed of the Buddhas’ transformations brought about by their
spiritual penetrations, or of sun-maÜi wheels. Some seas of worlds are
made of sun-maÜi wheels.
Question: The Flower Adornment Sutra describes how all kinds of
adorned Buddhalands, jeweled images, and inconceivable places can
appear in a single pore. Later the sutra says it is by the spiritual power of
the Buddha that one could see these inconceivable places and phenomena.
I wonder if a person could see such inconceivable phenomena without
having opened the Five Eyes, simply by relying on the power of the
Buddha. For example, the Buddha’s disciple Sundarananda was able to
visit the heavens and the hells through the Buddha’s power without having
opened his Five Eyes.
Answer: It’s possible for a person to do so if that person truly relies
on the power of the Buddha. If we have conditions with the Buddha, we
can do it. But we are born after the Buddha’s time, and so we can only
know that it is a possibility. If we really want to obtain this state, we have
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ڇছ༓ݺڣբᆖᎅመΔࢬᘯଥ۩༉
ਢլڶଡݦඨΔլუΚψݺ৻Ꮦ
ᑌΕ৻ᏖᑌΖωނଥ۩ᅝ܂ቝپ堩Εઠ
۪ࣚΕጕᤚΕ۩۰݄ॎԫᑌؓൄऱࠃൣΔ
܃լݱԱ،ΔՈլუထ،Ζڶڇ
ݦඨհխΔڶຍᏖԫଡݦඨΙڶຍᏖԫଡ
ݦඨΔ܃ᝫլݦඨΖ༉ਢԫ֨ଥ۩Δ۟
࣍ګլګሐᄐΔ߷լጥ،Δ܃༉ጐ܃ऱ
֨ΖړቝԫଡࡃΔຍଡࡃലࠐᨋԱڶ
壀ຏΔ܃լጥ،ڶڶ壀ຏΔ܃༉ຍଡ
ࡃΔԫڣΕԼڣΕԲԼڣΔழழࠥࠥຟ
ຍଡࡃΔՆۖՆհΔ༉ᄎפګԱΖຍଡଥ
۩լቝܮᕛׂᄿΔԫܮ༉መᦥԱΔຍլਢ
߷ᏖࠃڃΖଥ۩ݴڶરࢤΔছװԫ
֚ԫ֚ऱଥΔழழࠥࠥլ࣋ၝΔຍթᄎڶ
ઌᚨΔڶઌᚨ։Ζ
ٕͽໂᚗࠎវĂٕͽ˘̷ᚗࠎវĂ
ٕͽࢶࠎវĂٕͽ˘̷ᚗර݄ࠎវĂ
ٕͽ˘̷ᚗᇆညࠎវĂٕͽ˘̷ఄᚑٙϯ
னࠎវĂٕͽ˘͕هϯனဩࠧࠎវĂٕ
ͽඳᖠԛᚗࠎវĂٕͽᚗරᎻࠎវĂٕͽ
Ң֏ࢰࠎវĄ
ऱ᧯ڶጟጟऱլٵΔጟጟऱܑΖړ
ቝݺଚຍଡچਢࣽאՒ᧯Δຍଡ᧯㠪
ᙰ༉ۨڶΕᙰΕΖچՂऱۂΕ
ࣾΕྋΕ௧ຍᏖڍऱֽΔ༉ਢۨ᧯౧
ऱੌຏΙԾفڶᙰ֗८ᎬᎭᥳᙔᔱጟጟऱ
ढΔຍ࣍ᙰԫᑌΖ࿏ऱ᥆࣍ᙰΔ
ຌऱ᥆࣍ۚΔੌ೯ऱ༉ਢۨΔࡉԳऱߪ᧯
ۨؼڶΕۚΕਢԫᑌऱΖچ㠪ᢰڶ
ৰڍᑷऱࣟ۫Δ༉ړቝݺଚߚ㠪ᙰᇘऱࣟ
۫ՈਢᑷऱԫᑌΔլመਢՕऱΔԳ
ᣊਢ՛ऱΖլመݺլਢઝᖂ୮Δڶาઔ
ߒ৻Ꮦᑌ՞ᄎᡨΛ৻Ꮦᑌࡿڶᑠఅᛸᔆੌ
ࠐנΛ৻ᑌچᄎᔼΛ৻ᑌ௧ᄎΛຍຟڶ
،ଚऱΖ!!!!!
Fৱᥛ
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to cultivate and open the five eyes and six penetrations. But these kinds
of states are not all that wonderful; they are very ordinary. For the time
being you don’t understand, and so you think they don’t exist, or that
they may exist but not in this world. Actually, however, all these states are
right before our eyes.
A few years ago I said that in cultivation one should not harbor hopes
and expectations. You should not wonder, “How am I doing?” You should
cultivate just the way you eat, sleep, and wear clothes. In all your daily
affairs, whether walking, standing, sitting, or lying down, you should
not forget it and you should not think about it. In the midst of no hopes
and expectations, you have an implicit expectation, but you don’t really
acknowledge it. You should just do your best to cultivate without being
concerned about whether or not you realize your work in the Way. For
example, if you hold a certain mantra, and you know that someone who
holds that mantra can develop spiritual penetrations, you should not pay
any attention to whether you obtain the spiritual penetrations or not.
You should simply hold the mantra. Keep it up year after year, for twenty
years and more. Over a long period of time, you’ll come to have success.
It’s not like smoking opium, which brings an immediate “high.” But if
you can stick with it and maintain your daily cultivation, never slacking
off at any time, then responses will occur.
Sutra:
They may be composed of extremely tiny jewels, of the shining
brilliance of jewels, of various kinds of incense, or of a crown of
jeweled flowers. They may be composed of the reflections of jewels,
of a display of myriad ornaments, of a state pervasively manifested
by a single thought, of jewels in the form of Bodhisattvas, of jeweled
flower stamens, or of the sound of a Buddha’s voice.
Commentary:
Worlds can be formed of many different substances. Our world, for
example, takes earth as its substance. Within our bodies are bones,
blood, and the circulatory system. Upon the Earth are rivers, lakes, and
oceans. These bodies of water form the circulatory system of the Earth.
Beneath the Earth are gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, lead, and other
metals and minerals, which can be likened to the bones of the body. The
hard substances of the Earth are like its bones, and its soft substances are
like its flesh. That which moves is like its circulation. Just like a person,
the Earth has its skin, blood, flesh, bones, and marrow. It’s just that the
Earth is much more massive than a human body. Within the earth are
hot substances just as in the body there is warmth. I haven’t thoroughly
investigated the reasons why volcanoes erupt and the lava flows forth, or
why there are avalanches, earthquakes, tidal waves; but there are specific
causes for these phenomena.
FTo be continued

